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So what did our writers have to say this volume?

“ Those approved were lugubrious. Those disapproved 
were lugubrious but in a bad way. People walked and 
talked lugubriously. They lived and died lugubriously.

cy 
Lugubrious 
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“ The following modification has been made to this 
common mathematical definition: A set is countable 
if the reader can count its number of elements. For 
example, the set of bedbugs in the author’s room is not 
countable.

Top undergraduate student 
Some Recent Mathematical News 
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“ They don’t attract the kinds of readers I’m looking for. 
Who in their right minds likes reading this schlock, 
anyway?

Finchey 
N Reasons Why I’m Never Writing an “N Things” Article Again 
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“ The water and water pitcher on our table got rave 
reviews, with no less than four writers expressing appre-
ciation for it. I have to admit, it did look pretty cool.

UW Unprint  
mathNEWS Reviews: Lobstah Burgah Bah 
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“ The moral of the story? Don’t cram MATH 147 
assignments.

χ 
ALBUM REVIEW: Eliane Radigue’s TRILOGIE DE LA MORT (1994) 
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“ the -s sound at the end of piss (pɪs) is more phonically 
pleasing than the -m sound at the end of cum (kəm).

Enthusipiss 
N Reasons Why Piss is Better Than Cum 
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“ When 2 Laurier students love each other very much, 
they don’t make love. They fuck. Hard. And that’s how 
engineers are born.

meth�NEWS 
The Real sexNEWS 2, Written by Someone Who Has Had 

Even More Sex Since the Last One of Those Articles 
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“ With C++, you can’t escape the whimsy no matter how 
hard you try. It’s a sort of fantasy; an escape; or maybe a 
setup to some psychotic joke. But the fact that it’s real is 
the punchline.

jeff 
Of Course C++ is Hilarious! 
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“ “Wait, it’s illegal to hit old people!” The figure cried out 
in the stereotypical crotchety old man voice (I can’t 
explain it but I can hear it perfectly in my head).

Not a N*rd 
The Adventures of Professor M. Goose Chapter 3 
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“ The hard “C” sound at the beginning of cum is more 
phonetically pleasing than the “P” at the beginning of 
piss.

Cumthusiast 
N Reasons Why Cum is Better Than Piss 
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